Corey New Mead Coach
As Holmer Resigns
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i'nt'rKori t'.ffftbot of tho U. S, 'FproiKn Oi the-. Colby College , ; Gleo Club toPolicy j second , to tost , at the lindor- golihor with tho Bowdoin nnd Pemigradualo level , the instructional lov- broke Gleo , Clubs and the Bruns*bl , tho instrubtidnnl values and po«- wick Ohonil Sooioty gave a stirring
.sibilitius of n cOiiferquco program porfo nnaiioo of Handel' s "Messiah' .',
organized at tho faculty -Ipvol ; and. Tho First Parish Ohuroh of Brans, third) ' to ' extend cadet' s contacts wiok ,wns filled to Overflowing.
Led by ¥ , Tillotson , the combined
¦w/ith fchoir oolloginto contemporaries
olubs sang powerfully and thrilltngly
in noftdomio endeavor. / Bty Joseph IS, Johnso n , President thp bomplibatod ohorusps; Tho "Hal<if Lho Onrnogi p- Endowment for In— loujah Cliorus " • rbvbrliorn ' tod from
'torhationni Ponce gu'vo tho Iitgll- tlio h igh Ardhod roof , to the very
THgh fc'address., Tj i 'i t ho pointed out last row of the , 'building. Soloists
-th at tho If. S, had fbrinulnjtod its woro Irono Wdodworth , ' soprano ;
past 'pblibios 'by ' obscuring botwoori Maroin Morrill , obntriilto j Frodoriok
wlmfc was boliovod to bo good or Woidtior , tonor; and Jitiflsoll Ct'osby,
3md. In tlio present crisis , nnd in bivritono,
'Seldom is such a largo and dntliustho future , however ,' tho Unite d Stntos .xhm' Ab choose 'between bad and iivstio nudlonoo seon nt'R, "Moasiah"
worsty Dr, Johnson also omphn- porformiHioo. The crowd , ohobrod
¦aisiod .thn lT although' -th o Fur 1-nflt loudly 'fo r ' driiiimtid "Til ly ", under
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(Sle^ Elub Concert
Warmly Received

NewQuaMty Poiiit
System Glarified
Ip nn issue of tho liX5HO some
time ago mention was made of the
now quality point system which was
to go into effect immediately. Here
gobs hn explanation of it:
1. D's will no longe r be allowed
for the figuring of quality points
as -was tlio ciistom in the past.
¦
'2. The . now system allows :
A — 3 points times hours credited
B — 2 points
C — l' pdirit
D — NONE
3. The same number of total quality point? will bo required — 106.
4. A student will bo given ' orotlit
in hours for ,tho courses in which
he obtivinR n D but ' no quality points.
Miss Perkins , college recorder,
hastens to report that thoro will be
little di! r .>renco in tho standings of
the prosed *., senior class , since the
new sys.tom still allows soma room.
5. And most important. — A student will bo allowed a minimum of
26 C'8.
For those who find this system
difficult to understand perhaps Miss
Perkins will 'help you out.

Descartes Library
Associates Topic
On February 11, 1(350 , just fchroo
hundred yours ' ago , Ilono Doscartos
died in Stockholm, Sweden. To commemorate this event , the Colby Library Asflaoiatos listoiibd to an address on Dofioartos by Dr, Clifford
Osborne on Friday evening, December 8, at ' the Women 's Union,
What sort of a ' in 'n n was Doscartos P Dr. Osborne nnsworo d this
question by n brief slcotoh of Dbs(ho philosophy of Dosourtos to that

W alt H olmer , Colby football coach for the last four years, resigned
yesterday, and Nels Corey/ former assistant coach has been elected
new head mentor for the Mules, it was learned as the ECHO went
to press.
Nels Corey, young as he is, has
This announcement was made by
Harland Durrell of the Waterville a brilliant athletic background. He
Sentinel in his regular sports col- starred in football at Bowdoin unumn of that paper and was made der Adam Walsh. Until two years
available to the ECHO through his ago he was an outstanding coach in
the prep school ranks of Maine
courtesy.
Colby's Athletic Council accepted While liis outstanding JYf. C. I. lads
the resignation of Holmer, and im- of Pittsfield made themselves fel t
mediately appointed ; liis assistant, in Central Maine.
Two years ago, Nels was appointed
Corey, the new coach.
' Walter Holmer, former great back- assistant to Walt Holmer and took
field star for Northwestern Univer- charge of the line. His ability was
sity , was coach at Boston University immediately recognized when the
before he came to Waterville in 1947. Colby line became the outstanding
Plagued with bad luck and mediocre Maine line for last year. This year
material Holmer was unable to show again , and even more effectively,
a winning team until tills year when Nels produced a group ofdinesmen
the Mules won four of their seven that gained the respect of all opponents.
scheduled games. , .'
More details wore wanting as
k . Under his .tutelage, the Colby
¦MiiVes/-I}a'v&m^
U
$. r ,-EGH6: went-to press. The official
the ' most spectacular 'being : this announcement is expected to bo
fall' s win over the unbeaten eleven forth-coming immediately. When nil
of Trinity, 6-0. The' other was Wal.t's
firs t year when a 1947 aggregation details arc officially released , the
pulled a stunning 12-7 win over a ECHO will carry them via Bob
great Bates team.
Ryley's MULE KICKS.

HEY...Don't Forget Student Gov't
Elections In January
The ECHO has 'bben a constant
advocate of the new Student Government nnd continuing its policy,
though perhaps suffering tho possibility of being ropibitious ,. something
need be said hero and now about the
election of officers for tho Association
in January.
By now ,the representatives for the
Association have boon elected. This
has 'been a very simple process but
tho task before the student body as
a whole and a certai n fow more ambition s students is not an easy one
for several reasons. First , tho time
chosen for election of officers is indeed an inopportune ono since there
will bo the usual rush attendant
upon the arrival of mid-year oxaminonrtes ' lifo in which ho compared
Formal pictures (or tho Oracle
aro duo Januar y 0th. Glossy pictures should bo 3 x 4 Inches with
hoad size approximately
two
inohos (from hairline to chin).
of Saint Augustine , Horn at La
Kayo in Tournino , on March .11,
1500 , D'o Hoartos spent tlio first sixtoon yours of his life under tho
sheltering care of his mother nnd
tho tonoliors at tho Jesuit school
of La Flboho, Although timid and
o/fominato booniiflo of this protection ,
Dosenrtdfi distinguished himsel f in
his studios , especially , in m athematics.
After graduating from tho Jesuit
school , ho spent somo time in Paris ,
ations. Sobond , and by ' far tho most
(Continued on Prtge ' Twelve)

important reason is the absolute
need for interested students to run.
for office , people who will jtnko time
out to realize what a good and wellrun student government at Colby
can do. Particularly in the coso
of -the men students tho answer
to ,-liis will he — and what good is it
going to do for mo when I will probalbly be a thousand miles fro m Colby
College at this time next year —
There isn 't much of any answer that
will offer any consolation to them
but THIS is appnront.o
oa ,cpd-ip
but THIS mus.t ho apparent. Tho
world dposn 't conso to function
merely 'because of a war, if that bo
tho caso , and on tho other bund , to
bo ovon more passive, perhaps this
"thing " will make student life nil
that much more remembered.
Though wo all will lie going homo
from tho euros and troubles of oollogo lifo wanting to forget them for
nt least two weeks, is it too rmieli
to ask to keep tboso things in mind ?
As many students who want may
run 'fo r one of ,tho four offices ; president , vice-president , t reasure r , nnd
secretary , There will hnvo to bo
somo plans mndc NOW owing to tho
shortness of time involved before the
election period and tho requirements
which must 'ho mot especially in regit nl ,to tho prerequisite petitions,
Those aro most important.
And now with ni l said hut not
done , T shoiildor my typewriter and
bond forborne forgetting absolutely
every thing,
h. 'J. BOWEN

Mule Hoop sters.
Drub Bates, 70-50
Playing what Coach Lee Williams termed their most " solid basketball
01 the season thus far " , Colby 's fast-stepping hoopsters bombarded Bates
last Saturday, 70-50, for their firs t State Series victory .

The firs t half was a ni p-an d-tuek Sophomore Frank Piacentini led i
contest , with the Mules leading after the Mules in scoring with 15 points ,
the firs t fifteen minutes , 17-15. while Ted Shiro and Brad.Wall conColby 's tight man-to-man defense nected for 11 each. The Bates crowd
and Lallier 's, Finegan 's and Wel- childishly heckled Shiro during the
son 's rebounding held Bates at baj% first half , but silenced abru ptly in,
'but inaccurate shoting kept the the second after the All-Maine guard
Mules from increasing their lead. At dumped three set-shots in succession.
He left the . game in its waning
the end of the'-fi rst etaio
tho end of the half , the Williams- minutes amid a sincere ovation.
Pivotman "Spider " Lallier and
men ruled by a slim 27-24 margin.
The Mules turned on the steam Roe. Nagle both were untouchable
in the second half with Shiro and under the boards. The former rePiancentini leading the way. As ceived a blow in the ribs which
Bates began to tire, the Williamsmen limited his play in the second half.
Colby ' s unsung hero was playheightened .the tempo until , with
five minutes to play, they owned maker Sonny Welson whose floor
a cozy 64-42 lead? The Bobcats out- work was unexceeded.
Scored Colby by one basket in the
Dubious officiating brought roars
i disapproval from the crowd most
final eighth of the contest, but the of
Blue and Gray basketeers emerged of the evening. Fortunately, the
with a cool 70-50 triumph .
healthy Colby lead eliminated all
COURT CLIPPINGS

Captain Warren Finegan scored
12 points and played one of his finest
games since the 48-49 season. His
reibounding was aggressive and effective.

grounds for Bobcat gripes.
'

General opinion placed credit for
the victory in the hands of the 4;eam
as a whole. The Mule's passed well
and shot better — 29 field goals
out of 74 a tempted for a 39a/_ average.

Colby 's towering skyscrapers are expected to reign supreme under the boards this winter. Roe Nagle (6* 7"),j
Ted Lallier (6' 7") . and Crif Crawford (6* s") measure the short distanca between them and the hoop. .

Looldi-i' Em Over

Mules Lose Sloppy Mule Cindermen
Game to Bowdoin Round Into Shape
Colby's heavily favored Williamsmen opened their State Series competition " for the year by dropping
a sloppy game ,to the Bowdoin ,Polar
Bears , 56-47.
The Mules , whose speed and height
was supposed to leave Bowdoin at
a standstill , found themselves hampered by the small confines of the
Polar Bear court. The Colby rebounding left much to be desired, as even
the towering pivo.t men could not
keep the ball from Bowdoin 's big
guns, Jordan and Bartlett. Accuracy
from tho floor might have spelled
victory for tho Mules , but a 22%
shooting average left them on the
short end.
Tho game was close until the
final minutes of play when the Polar
Boars pulled ahead by virtue .of Bart-

l§iffk SKIING WHAT

After three weeks of intensive
practice , the Mule trackmen are
rapidly rounding into shape for the
big indoor season ahead. The first
competition of the year took place
yesterday in the form of an informal
meet' with the University - of Maine)
in which both mile and two mile relays were run,
The first formal competition of the
year will be .the Knights of Columbus
meet at the Boston Garden , January
20th. Following this the Mule cindermen will enter the B.A.A. games
on February 3rd , also at Boston. ' The
team will participate in tho aforementioned milo and .two mile relays.
Also , Roger Montgomery will be entered in tho sprint events.
Although it has not been definitely
decided who will comprise the two
relay squads , it appears at this
time .that Roger Montgomery, Bob
Brownel) , Wlu'toy Johnson and Seymour Simula will run the mile relay
with Bump Boan , Lum Lebherz, Don
Morriam , and Bob Libby making up

Tho ultimate in good
^\
\ skiing and spectacular

Iott' s shots fro m outside tho circle
and somo nifty fast breaks, The half-
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IS SKIING

by Jack Semonche

Here it is less than a week since
the intramural, basketball season
opened and already the action is in
full gear. As predicted the Lambda
Chis are setting the pace, but the
Md* Ib'tWe? MmpibnVWirV-is iaV'-fron '
smooth ..The D. U.g have given no
tice , by virtu e of a pair of solii
wins over ,thoTau Delts and K.D.R. ,
that thew aro definitely in the r\wning for tho intramural title. Also
a, dark horso has appeared in the
race. This outsider is a surprisingly
good Independent quinte .t , which convincingly whipped the A.T.O. team
last Monday,
By the time this column reaches
you the Indies will have been tested
¦thrice more. They will have encountered the court squads 'of the D.K.
E.s, the Phi Dolts , and jthe Zetos.
The contest with the Zeta 'Psi' s
should have been the toughest to
hurdle. We may bo 'going off tho
deep end in predicting tho rise of
tho Independent team on the basis
of just a singl e game , but in this
ono contest the Indies did show
tho class necessary for 'the league
title. The Independent team does
have ono shortcoming and that is

its lack of-able reserves.: The starting five is a smooth, , woll-balanced
working combo , but if a replacement
is necessary the team's effectiveness
s greatly impaired;; 'In the long ru'n
?:¦ -'^' absence 1'.-of ' reserves .will 'pro-

.

soonor y. At base of famous Mt.
Washin gton and Tuokerman Ravine. time score was all tied up 25-25,
High scorers for ,tho Mules woro
Wildcat and Shorburno trails.
Good skiing till early May.
veteran ' Brad Wall and sophomore
NO TOWS I 2000 foot olovation. Phil Philips with nine points each, tho two milo squad.

$5.50 a day with 3 moals.
JOE

DODGE , Mgr.

DIAMBRI'S
MAIN STREET

Excellent Moals for tho Student
At a Price Ho Can Afford to Pay
ITALIAN SANDWICHES
ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
OUR SPECIALT Y

Depending upon tho performance
Tho team felt that an off night
in the shooting department and of 'tho team in tho two meets at
some sloppy passing spoiled tho Boston , thoro is a good olmnoo that
part of tho squad will compote in
margin of defeat.
Now York at the ICMA moot in
¦
Madison Square Garden.
.>

Rollins-Dunham Co.
HARDWARE

HOUSEWARES

HOTEL TEMPLETON

WESTINGHOUSE
APPLIANCES

Whoro Flno Foods

and

,

Bovorng os Aro Sorvod

BOB-IN COFFEE SHOP ,
Corner Front and Temple Streets
Dinner Special' Dail y — .60
Dessert , Tea or Coffee
$5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

v.
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bably hur.t the team, but it will be in^
terestin'g to watch the progress eff
¦¦
this long shot. . ¦. . . ',;.' •
''¦
To. bring you quickly -up to date
on the action of last week, th^
D.K.E.s . . downed:-' .the Phi Delta b#
a 43-32 count , the 'D. U.s set back
the Tail Dejts,'. '52-33, and the Lamb*
da Chis i .woh: .easily, over' .the'Zetes
:¦'..'.¦:
by a 53-25 margin. '- ¦
INDIES ^- 'WIN'-':¦¦> '• '¦;¦• ; ' .'. ¦ ' : ' . ' . ' . i £
• /The big .-surprise win of the caqji
paign thus far^ was tlie Indies 60-42
' (Continued oh' Page Eleven) ':'-'!:
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W >^^S^0^ ' " In Superior ,Wisconsin,thQ .favorite
gathering spot of students at tho
WL<__i_WM>8__,
j d s B E & fSf l BSuperior
S B^
iState
^ College is tho Cafe*
Swj f^sS^
[WHmff ^Sj^S^Sr^W
^L *°"a hecause it is a cheerful place.
—full of friendl y, collegiate atmoaW
fj^F^/fJ^J^
cr0, An<^ w'ien tne &"nB 6nthcrs
""* ™"^i&*™ $f f 4 m B N P"
around, icc cold Coca-Cola gets the
WSSBys^^ WUmaSBSsf
CI, For r
a_SfflB!-y
here, as in college hauntsH*
^MffM^3 L-__i--
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Ask J or it either way ... both
trade-marks mean the same thing.

DOTTl-D UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COtA COMPANY BY
/
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLIN G PLANT S INC., AUGUST A , MAINE
' •
', ¦ • ¦
0.19-0) Th'o Coca-Cola Company ,., '' . .
.¦

Miile Hoop Mento r Puts Basketball Frosh Hoopsters
In Spotli ght
Snare Opener
by Paul Reece
setbacks have been administered by 61- 56
potent Western teams with whom

Frosh Football
Record Impressive

top yearling squad in the past quarter century.
The "Whiz Kids " combined a hard
running flbackfield with a tremendous line to escape the season unscathed. Two line standouts, tackles
by Paul Reece
Tony Yanuchi and Jim Park Co-cap"Future gridiron chaos at Colby tained the crew on its merry way.
Widely outdistancing his Maine
by Bob Frank
appears a thing of the past" — at Teams which felt the force of the
colleagues , genial Lee Williams , Col- the Mules 'tangle on their annual
Paced by the Sterling play of least for a couple of yea rs — is the Mule contingent included Higgins,
ly's astute cage mentor , has seen jaunt. Lee contends that it is no
,
some painstaking work finally vis- disgrace to lose to these jugger- Whitey Thurston and acting-captain optomistic forecasting around cam- M. C. I., Bridgton Academy, Hebron
ualize itself this year with ,the offi- nauts, and his players and fans Gene Floyd , the baby mule basket- pus. Reason : Colby's powerfu l, un- and Cohurn.
cial 'recognition that the 1950-51 alike string along with this theory. eers outlasted a constantly-threat- beaten , unscored upon and untied
The Frosb. opened their campa ign
Against Maine competition , how- ening Portland Boys Club aggrega- Freshman juggernaut.
Mule cluster is rated among the. 'top
at the expense of Higgins by regever, Colby has won more than its tion 61-56 in a tight contest here
In his first year as Freshman istering an easy 21-0 victory. Maine
Ihundred quintets in the East.
' Since 1946, when Williams took share under William 's reign , ann ex- last Saturday afternoon.
Mentor, Bill Flamish turned out Central Institute was victim No. 2
The game was close all the way a football machine which amassed in a fray 'which gave the Baby Mules
•over the coaching chores , Colby has ing 23 decisions, while dropping 13.
as
the starting combo of Alpert, five decisive wins against highlyIn
1949
his
courtmen
snared
the
¦compiled only a 'so-so record — 41
a scare for awhile, with the final
wins and 44 losses — .but most of the coveted State Series crown. Whether Floyd, Jones, Keef, .and Thurston formida'ble but definitely outmatched score reading 12-0. The remaining
this year's club' will come through secured a two-point lead 15-13 at f oes , thus furnishing Colby with its three tilts were absolute routs.
the end of the first canto. The visagain remains to be seen.
Singling out individual performers
As for Lee's background , he is itors shaved the lea d in a tigh t secwould be quite a chore. Teamwork
a grudua'te of Courtland State Col- ond stanza to 26-25. In the third above, notable performances were and spirit was the order of the day
lege, and also 'boast's a Master of, quarter , Messieurs Floyd and Thurs - turned in by Jones, Haley and Har- whenever the Frosh eleven took the
_2_S Arts degree from Teacher's College ton got hot. The . fornier accounted rington. Jones captured seven re- field . If one was to- nominate a backfor six, two 'of which were break- bounds to tie -Floyd in that depart- field man for top honors, then fiery
of Columbia- University.
ment. Thu rs.ton led with thirteen. halfback Gene Floyd would no doubt
William 's coaching career started away lay-up shots.
The final fourth was "more of the Others who contributed to the vic- be the leading candidate.
oddly enough while in the Navy,
.
in which he served from 1941 to sa m e" as the Duo combined for tory were Jabar, MiHs, Weldfield,
Listed to receive numerals are :
¦ ! :___#£ --__!.
1945. In 1942 he was assistant tuto„r thirteen more markers while team- and Wodbridge.
Joseph Albert, Dick Beatty, Bob
Another reason for the frosh vic- Blacker, Emil Caouette, Tom Davis,
of the Great I/akes team , which mates 'Pierson and Keef contributed
won 34 games, .while losing only another five. It was in the last mom- tory was their percentage of shots Bill Edson , Phil Ferrall , Gene Floyd,
three in breezing to 'the National ents of this period that the pressure made. They sank twenty-fiye of sixty Dick Fornaciari, William Ganem ,
Service Championship.' The follow- of 'the game began to be felt. With four (39%) field goal a.ttempts and Bob Hudson , Tony Jaibar, John Janing year Lee moved to Dartmouth one minute to go, Thurston gar- swished nine foul shots out of 15 noni , Russell Kerr, Dick Kilborn.
Don Killeen, Maurice Mathieu,
.where he was • assistant to Earl nered two more on a three-on-one /(f60%). Coach-Ed Koundy comBrown. Incidentally, the Dartmouth break lay-up shot but they im- mented that his charge^ did well for Lee Niles , Dick Noonan , Jim Park,
squad that year- merely racked up mediately got it ba-ek to close the their first game considering the time John Hessler , Bob Sheerin, Charles
.
.
that they 've had to practice and play Sleeper, Ted Turchon , Bob Voor18 straight victories, captured the lead to 59-56. .
Colby
attempted
a
freeze and took together. The frosh , incidentall y, hees, Dick Whiting, Charles WindE. I. L. crown and lost the N.C.A.A.
tgg ' '.;- ' 'J^LtatfM-B_ifciBJL . fln
title to Utah in a thrilling overtime a siibsequent foul opportunity out used the four-man figure eight off- horst , Tony Yanuchi , Bill Ames
of bounds. The ball was intercepted ense and used a man to man defen- (Mgr.) and George Barton (Mgr.).
session.
and the visitors quickly moved down sive set-up .
The season 's summary.
A . policy which Williams undercourt. Two set shots were unsucBOX
SCORE
Colby
Frosh 21
Higgins
0
took soon after arrival has placed cessful and then Floyd staged n solo
Goals Fouls Points Colby Frosh 12
M. C. 1
O
Colby in -the National basketball dash to snare the clinching two Colby (S1)
19
f.
8
3
r.
Thurston
Colby
Frosh
57
Bridgton
o
spotli ght. On tho western trip this just before the buzzer.
0
0
0
Keen r. f.
Colby Frosh 26
Hebron
0
year Colby tangles with such reBesides the names mentioned Weldfield r. f.
0
0
6
Colby
Frosh
39
Coburn
0
nowned contingents as Akron Uni2
1
s
versity, Rochester University, Buff- It composes a rugged slate to say Keefo I. f.
1
0
2
Totals
155
a
Haley U f.
alo University, and Bowling Green. the least.
0
0
Add .to this formidable quartet of
Williams was President of the Woodbridge I. f. 0
2
0
4
foes such schools as Brown, Provi- New England Basketball Coaches Jones c.
0 ' 0
0
DEPT STORE. Inc.
R U N DOWN TO THE
dence College , University of Conn.,' Association in 1949-50 and is current- Mills C.
1
3
Alport r. g. • ' 1
and
rivals
ly
Chairman
of
the
Officials
Comtraditional
.Maine,
plus
,
.
Waterville
Maine
. . 2
0
4
R OU ND HOU SE
jnjAt'ije .oi ;th'p ',M3t!on^LAssppiatlon,,p.l Pierson r. g.
10
3
23
I.
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personable mentor replied that it Johnson I. g.
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was a little early for contract talk ,
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then added -wi.th n slight chuckle
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that perhaps '52 would find him Time : 4—10's.
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: Horse's Mouth
by Filigree

SHOWCASE

by PHILIP BAILEY
THE BUR RO AND THE BALL
' Huddled under skybhie
Whatever one . may think about duous task of making this, empty,
Diagram of a zoo
Arthur Miller's "All My Sons" as a mouthpiece for Miller's ideas flesh
and true
.
Built
'benign
EDITOR
MANAGING EDITOR
contribution to the drama of our and. blood , and . while he. succeeded
Kickeroo I
BRADFORD MOSHER
ROBERT REID
time, few who saw the Student Pro- in making him believeable, the chari-ftle a burro
'
Animal
BUSINESS MANAGER
ASST. BUSINESS MANAGER
duction of it last Saturday evening acter did not remain , very interestSymbolic like sorrow
RICHARD BARTA
BARBARA A. FRENCH
could deny its effectiveness as thea- ing. Nevertheless, Jellison proved
No design for tomorrow
News Edito rs — Richard Bowen , Fr ancis Burnham
Rewrite Editor — Dale Dacier
tre. It must be admitted, however, himself very stage-wise and capable
Nor now.
Sports Editor — Robert Ryley
Feature Editor — Frederick Boyle
that this canno.t be- said with much of a greater range and power than,
Bricks
move
spirit
laggers
Circulation — Frederick Ives
Advertising — Ellen Hay, Nan Murray
conviction about the Thursday per- he has exhibited before. My. only:
'Bodkins, same old daggers
Distribution — Harriet Boyer
Subscri ptions — Sumner Fox
formance, and those that were criticism of Jellison, both as an.
No
Change
no
braggers
ECH O Radio Manager — Herb Adams *
present that- night might well .pon- actor and a- director, is that too-,
Rich
to
raggers.
Amott
ECHO
Lovejoy
Contest
—
Peg
Randall
Daily Bulletin — J erry
der what all the shouting is about. many of his emotional fireworks exSome cry, some bask
The opening night' s performance plode too early in the evening; leavBurro wants worthier task
was, it seemed to me} quite unin- ing the 'real climaxes incapable of
All he has to' do is ask
spired, except for the central scene full expression . This was,, to me,
The mask.
As another Christmas rapidly approaches, the clouds of war once
o>f Act'H, and the effect was achieve quite obvious in the poor-handlingAll the time this animal
more hang heavy over the -world. The song of peace that heralded
ed more by -the novelty of the of the final father-son scene of Act
Is par.t of great big ball
in that first Christmas two thousand years' ago will once again be
staging, the sensationalized plot, and II, when both actors failed to rise
As wide as it's tall
the social problem raised than by the to -the full dramatic portrayal of
re-echoed throughout most of the world. Yet, when, one considers
Foi l. Foi l
quality of the acting or the clarity Miller's script.
Yet there's some peace
the conditions existing today, he is tempted to view with cynicism
of the interpretation. Fortunately, . Frank Dyer's portrayal of the imSome
mind
some
fleece
the basic spirit of the Yuletide season. Yet this is the One time during
these limitations were,largely^ over- petuous and embittered George was
•Golden thoughts never cease
the year when we should not be cynical. Rather it should be.a time for
come on the .next performance, and for .the most part sharply realized
At official teas.
no little relief that
renewing our hope and our trust in the true Idea behind Christmas.
I con- and ' forceful, .one of 'the outstanding
it is w^th
Relate these same teas
fine my comments here to this second characterizations of the .production.
During this brief period, most men and women actually live in the
To ua's and we's
. ' While not always under --perfect conperformance. " ¦ •
-Ball and parts cant decease
spirit of friendliness and peace, but too soon the season is forgotten
trol , Dyer's' performance achievedIn
unities.
,this
which
greeted
The response
for another year.
M, can say little. Colleges production was, with • justification; a naturalness and power that made
The
H.
.
During the past decades we have tried periodically every other
are filled with those bitter (with or eagerly enthusiastic, in fact,- that one glad to see him doing something;
solution to our personal and national problems except the solution without structural) ideas. All have eagerly enthusiastic' ' so enthusias- worth while at last.
~~
of brotherhood and good \vill. Many children will come to their reason to lament , the diyorce ' be- tic, in fact, that it has become .In Contrast to the overt violence
Christmas trees' this year never having known anything but a world tween brains and bricks ; yeit, the somewhat,difficult to maintain one's demanded by these roles, the perat war or preparing for war ; thus testifying to the failure of ¦our constructive ones, are not allowed. critical 'balance : a reaction not un- formances of Alyce Moskowitz as the
Sure we like unities and hope, natural on a . campus starved for mother and Dale ' Dacier aa Anne
previous solutions.
but where can they exist when even something beyond mere entertain- provided a 'welcome balance and
So, amid, the presents and parties of this Christmas,' let us pause an individual search is threatened
¦ .' ' ¦ much needed variety . With restraint,
ment/ . • .
dign ity and- sensitivity, Miss Mosand ask .ourselves if the Christmas Way might not be the right; way by the didactic and the pedantic
Clearly, the' extent to which one kowitz created out of her tirednesswe have been seeking — and through the year-round application of and the narrow and the killing.
responded to iliis impressive pro- a strength which would have beenthese attitudes we may build for the future time peace on earth and
duction depended , not upon the broken by any unnecessary emotion¦'¦'
actors, who did justice to Miller 's
..
men of good will.
alism. -She could have been more
play, but upon the play itself. For fo rceful in her vital lines at the end
;
my part , it ' is an inferior .product ,
of Act II, but withal , I found the
:
lacking . iiir acute .insight, deficient interpretation well-controlled con,
in character ", drawing, contrived in
by Stanle y Sorrentiho
, / ¦'._¦
sistent, and appealing.
'
to
nielqplot andftoo much .g iven
Miss Daeier's H performance , 'j' as
drama - 'tbibe-'iatisfying in the final
Anne
, was intelligent, briskly played
: &
¦>} Tj ast weok' sr.-nuzalesMvere so easy ahaly;s;i^P^^^f^#S.
^
and
strong,
Although 'lier voice lack^
that I refuse to tell how to do them,
Worse "than , that , it is preachy, ed a warmth and was often inaudible,
ContriHutec - by
|
I
sleep
figany
't
lose
containing an ethical, message of the it was a relief to listen to its sanity
'*¦
$1 I hope you 'tdidn
uring out . hat Ann wiis 15.
responsibility of each for all forced amid the strangled sobs and ;anThis week's 'trick is 'self -working upon us , not by character , but by
guished tones of the others. Her
and requires no practice to perform. words,. delivered at various points
facial features were capable of a
kings
nuQens
,
First take the jacks ,
in the play with a kind of hysterical high- expressive quality, sund she
and aces and a four out of the deck urgency which is not impressive. The
proved that when she wished, she
of cards,
action proceeds from the play- could do more on the stage than
wrigh t's "message" and not from look cool , sophisticated , and bored .
Effect and Secret
Place "four spot" on table letting Character, and without fully devThe minor roles of the neighbors
it represent a four room house. First eloped characters, unhindered by were, despite Miller , effectively flone
enters four jacks into house, each suspicious circumstances, serious and carefully 'balanced , with Bargoing to a separate room. (Place and lasting drama cannot bo written. bara Scott's frashness and 'innosenco
jacks in four separate piles around In short , I felt'tricked arid cheated played off against Joan Gridloy's
"four spot"). Queens aro next pla- by the play.
petty viciousnoss and with Al Mal>
On the other hand , "All My Sons" tin 's 'enthusiastic - stupidity , contras?
ced in house each going to a room
(In placing card s on piles be sure while no -tragedy, is , a good com- ted with Mel Lyons' quiet knowing¦
.. .
to place each card on top of tm ment upon a timely social problem , noss,
.
.
,
disturb
containing
a
condemnation
of
wnras
not
to
ono below it so
Technically, the production was
their order when being picked up.) profi'teoring and a refutation of oolf- highly commendable : the music was
Kings and aces aro placed in the doludjng materialism. It is also good well-chosen and not oyer used , ,tho
same manner upon tho jacks and theater, howovor melodramatic , and lighting, adequate, while Phil Aroy'a
queens. Now ga ther the four piles the cost achieved with it a theatri- staging of tho whole production utilinto one heap — may bo cut us many cally fo rceful production , charging ized all the potential power of the
times as desired . Deal cards face it with a good deal of vitality which arona-thoatro.
An ambitious production of this
down ono at a time into four sep- was well-created nnd admirabl y suskind can , - with all Its limitations,
arate piles iignin. Alas, nlns you now tained.
discover that .the jacks are in ono
Being given tho difficult assign- say and do much for its audience.
cum
•35,
pile, the queens in another and so ment of portraying a middle-aged Its total issue . is stimulating, its
stolid materialist, ' Ian Robertson characterization is worthy of disouss-r
forth .
Now for the puzsslc of tho week , as the father achieved tho desired ion , its very failure ns great tragedy
1
which is n i-oul hard oho, so put on effect more by the sheer vigor of has implications concerning our culyour thinking onps nnd go to work, his noting than 'by nn inherent mns- ture which could bo pursued end'Mr. Bishop received a check nnd tory of. . Joe Keller 's \personality . lessly. Above all , this production,
hi somewhat of a div/.o over his Always in Robertson 's portrayal proved , I think , that there • does
good fortune , went to tho bookstore there was _, a too-conscious striving exist horo a responsible audience,
to got it cashed , Thoro , Mr, Howard , to create tho figure of on aging, loud- capable of supporting controversial
who hud Imon up nlj night correcting mouthed businessman , guiljb-riddon plays. For nil those reasons , "All
exams "gave Mr, Bishop dollars where and confused , and while ut times this My Sons" while not groat , has booh
ho should have given cents and oonts . character, olearly emerged , at other amply adequate unto tho day, I
•
whore ho should have given dollars, moments it was forced nnd strained. liked it ,
..
.
Both wove busy talking about tho Tho actor's rapidly-changing facial
poor marks of their students and oppressions appeared to bo kind of
didn 't notice tho error, Mr. Bishop experimentation , often highly sucA lways Serving tho Collogo
wont on his merry (Xmaa) way. cessful , but sometimes degenerating
On Any Occasion
,
After spending 62o , Joe discovered Int o ft Jimmy'Ongnoy sneer ; and tho
y Thanks for tho
Mirn
ho hod ,too much money, In fact , offeotivonoss of tho linos wus hinProsont Association
Jio f otwil ho had twice tho amount of dered by the annoying ovor-nso,,of
i'
the original chock so lie decided h. the word , "Look" , I oito those
During tho Post Year.
go back to David, Ho was waylaid weaknesses only to stress tho faot
• •« by Mr. Williams , wh o tried , to toll Unit despite ,thoso , Robertson turned
%
him about his now portfolio nnd in t\ commendable performance nnd
$
Waterville
Maine
Jj. when ho finall y was ready to go to siiocoodod in a difllouIt role where
the 'boola.toro , ho hud forgotten how most would have failed.
mu ch tho chock was, Can you help
In tho rol e o f th o son , Ch ris ,
himPPPPP
Gone Jollison had tho equally ar-
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HAPPY NEW YEAR
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I THE STAT E THEATER -f
1
I
and
I THE OPERA HOUSE
1

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
STEDMAN'S
coAcft servic e ;

Classic Club
Meeting

New Rule On
Social Conduct

A .meeting of the Colby Classics
Ch-b was held Wednesday, November
.15, in the Women 's Union. A good
group - of students iaterested in the
furjihering of classics ,at Colby College "was present.
¦;' An interesting talk was given by
Dean Marriner about foriher teachers , of the classics at- the college.
.Of particular interest to the students
¦was the fact that one of the boys
in the present Freshman class , Phineas Barnes, is a direct descendent of
one of the 'first teachers of the
classics at Colby. Another one : of
*ne former teachers mentioned was
Professor Taylor who , with 67 years
of service at Colby, holds the longest
teaching record in United States

Through the columns of the ECHO
the Administrative Committee calls
the attention of students and faculty
Dean Marriner also stressed the
part that classics had played in the
spread of cultu re through the Western World. Besides this important
cultural background , students of the
classics receive valuable aid in expressing their thoughts through the
study of the languages of the Greek
and Roman civilizations.
The meeting which began with the
singing of several Latin songs concluded with the serving of refreshments. A general discussion period
followed.

>
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of these rules.
' Tho Interfraternifcy Council is
seeking greater representation on the
-Social Committee. Now ¦the council
has one member; as does each major
campus group ; however, it feels
that 'because it represents more than
half of the men in the student body,
Fraternity members have not re- it should have a more proportional
acted uniformly to the new rule that representa tion.
requires chaperones at all college
The fraternity smokers will be held
functions " to fill out questionaires
during the period from Monday,
on . studen.t conduct and observance
January- 12 to Friday, February 16.
of college rules. Some members feel
The
dates for each fraternity's open
that the new rule ' will discourage
and closed smokers will be drawn a.t
some of the faculty from consenting
the next meeting of the council.
to chaperpne at college functions ;
however, the representatives of the
Interfra.ternity Council feel that the
DATSIS RIGHT
new rule will- hot greatly affect
The
Price is Righ t for
fraternity - sponsored functions.
Snacks
and Light Lunches
Chaperones should not not be disDatsis Hot Dog Place
couraged by the .paperwork , as it
only concerns observance of college
7 FRONT STREET
rules and does not imply any change
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I. F. C. Wants
Increase In
Representation

BEAUTIFUL BLOUSES OF TISSUE FAILLE
in snow white or magnolia biege
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§

'

colleges.

to two actions, both of. which are
effective immediately.
i
1. The rule printed in the Gray
Book, implying that cheating applies
to examinations only, is an editorial
error. The long-standing rule of the
college has never 'been changed. All
forms of cheating, whether in the
classroom or in prepared work, are
included in the rule.
2. The Committee has met the
request for more specific regulations
dealing with the use of alcoholic
beverages 'by adding the following
to Rule A3 on .page 20 of the Gray
Book (the rule pertaining to offcampus functions) : "College rules
prohibit the serving of alcoholic beverages at these off-campus functions.
Serving of alcoholic beverages includes setting up a bar by or for
the organization holding the party,
and use of alcoholic beverages in any
rooms reserved for the party."
E. C. Marriner, Secretary
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Pahellenic News:
Rushing Review
B

The following girls were pledged
;this fall to the four Colby Sororities :
DELTA DELTA DELTA: Lorraine Barrett, Diane Chamberlin,
Edith Costello, Jane Douglas, Carol
Dyer, Nancy Eustis , Virginia Falkenbury, Dorothy Fors.ter, Barbara
Guernsey, Barbara Hills , ..Patricia
Ingraham , Arlene Rosenthal, Ann
Ryan, Mary Scott, Evangeline
Sferes, and Marcella Layerdiere..
SIG-MA KAPPA : Jean Brewer,
Ruth Brindley, Joan Dawes, Edwina Dean, Rosalie Dulaney, Janet
Eraser, Carlyn Grutzner , Joan Hall,
Mary Hitch , Judith Holt, Carol
Homrula, Nancy Ives, Gertrude Jefferson , Josaphine Peary, Patricia
Potter, Georgia Boy, Barbara Squire
Jean Strickland , Jacqueline Warendorf , Judith W\therb'e'e,' Joyce Witham.
ALPHA DELTA PHI : Jo Anne
Conkling, Dawn Dunn, Nancy Fortuine, Ruth Gallup, Eleanor Johnson, Lois McCarty, Fern a Munce,
Mary Owen, Priscilla Parsons, Susan
Smith, Dianhe Stowell, Ann Thoman,'
Eleanor Turner. CHI OMEGA : Elaine Beth'ell,
Ronda Capen , ¦ Anne DeLameter,
Marjorie Hill,. Jean Huntington,
Nancy Mayer, Carol Robinson, Jean
Strout, and Rosemary Thresher.
On Sunday, October 1st, the Panhellenic Coffee for all freshmen and
transfer women students was held
in the Women 's Un ion. Proceeding
the Coffee, a discussion period was

'.

held to explain ^he . rushing system Ohio , and Jean Huntington of Fitch- ing and each class presented a skit for- Loretta Thompson of Washburn,
burg, Mass.
Shirley Harrington of, Belmont," and
and refreshments were served.'
used by the. Golby Sororities.
A party was held after the pledgInitiation was held earlier this fall Joyce McGuire of Andover, Mass.
A Panhellenic- Breakfast for all
sorority members"was given on Sunday, October ISth.
The future plans of the Panhellenie Council include a picnic, supper
for the. pledges of the four sororities
on Wednesday, December 6th . The
volley ball tournaments between the
sororities begins this Sunday afternoon.
The Panhellenic Council's special
project for this year is to improve
the en tire rushing sys.tem as used
by the Colby Sororities.
The Colby Panhellenic Council' is
a member of the National Panhellenic Council. It meets every
Wednesday afternoon and is .composed of eight members — two representatives from each sorority. The
w»?
present Council . members are : Chi is:
0., Helen , L. , Campbell, President,
Nancy Nelson, Secretary-Treasurer •
Sigm'a Kappa , Barbara Jefferson ,
Sylvia Rice; A. D. P., Nancy Williams , Joan. Drew ; Tri Delity Aim
Morrison, Beverly .Baker;- .
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CHI OMEGA NEWS
On November 8, Chi • Omega pledged Penny Thrasher of -Newton',
Mass., Ronnie Capen of¦¦; 'Mountain
Lakes, N. J., Susie Delameter .of
Newton, Mass'.,. Amy.' Beth'ell of Aim
Arbor,. Mich., Marjorie Hill of Waterville, Jean Stroirt of Livermore
Falls, Nancy Moyer of Summit, N.
J., Carol Robinson of Cincinnati ,
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FOR REAL
EATING

ENJOYMENT

Ejyoy your cigarette!Enjoy truly -f ine ioba«o
that combines both perfect mildnessand rich
taste m one gr eat:cigarette - Lucky Strike!

„

• . Try.:- ' '

Harris
Better Baked Foods

HARRIS
BAKING CO.
Waterville, Main e

PARKS' DINER , Inc.
"Publicly Declared tho

¦

Cleanest Restaurant in Town "
Open 24 Hours Except Sundays
MAIN ST.

¦

. Perf ect mildness? You bet. Scientific tests,
confirmed by three independent consulting
laboratories, prove that Lucky Strike is milder
than any other principal brand. Rich taste?
Yes, the full, rich taste of truly fine tobacco.
< Only fine tobacco gives you both real mildness
.. and rich taste. And Lucky Strike means fine ¦
tobacco. So enjoy the happy blending that combines perfect mildness with a rich, true tobacco
taste. Be Happy—Go Lucky t
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Fra ternit y News Arab Poetic Work
A. T. 0. NEWS
Topic at Fireside
At the Fall sports banquet Brother
Dick Verrengia , Colby's defensive Chat
center, was elected Captain for the
1951 season. Brothers Bernard , Cawley, Praktman, Fraser, Harrington,
Hibbert, Kiernan , Reed, Verrengia,
and Wales were recipients of varsity
C' s.
Brother diet Harrington, varsity
offensive right half back was the
recipien t of 'the Wadsworth Award
given to the most outstanding player
of the season. Both he and Brother
Ed Cawley were chosen to the AllMaine Offensive team.
The A. T. 0. Fall formal dinner
dance was h eld Friday, December
8, at .the Lancey House in Pittsfield.
PHI DELTA THETA NEWS

The fraternity is proud of Bob
Cannell who was elected to AllMaine team as defensive end. We
•v.-** "WW —WW WW * _WW «-W_ M*KVI —W * *!*_ V™*iM»?_ »*ft?
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American Express
Traveler's Cheques
PHONE 261
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WALTER DAY'S

TRAVEL BUREAU

205 Main St.
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Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests ;
Number 9* • •th e marsh hen
-

by Edward Bittar
President and Mrs. Bixler held a
"fireside c}iat" last Sunday evening
at which an interesting discussion of
the Luzzumiyat of Abu Al-Ala was
carried on.
The Luzzumiyat, a tolerably long
poem which surpasses the Rubbuiyat
of Omar Khayyam in 'both poetic
beauty and grandeur of philosophic
thought, was looked into. Copies 'b'f
the poem in English were given out
and so the discussion, was reenforced
and made more delightful by the
act of reading it.
Dr. Bixler gave a brief but pithy
account of the Arab world of the
10th century and observed what the
literary and philosophic and religious
forces were like at the time; and
this, in turn , to influence the thought
and outlook of Abu Al-Ala.
This discussion was somewhat of
an experiment. The endeavor was
to i perceive how the Orien.t is the
other half of the world, indeed , a
complimentary half.- And in many
other ways, the attempt was to discern , -the places where East and
' .
West meet.
It is hoped .that the next topic
will deal with the life arid writings
of Gandhi. Such a topic, would be
timely as well as of -importance to
all students who express an interest
in the intellectual and moral problems of man.

:>¦

will all remember his great play this
year.
We are also proud to announce
that Bill Satierhrey was accepted as
a pledge at a recent meeting.
The fraternity basketball team is
preparing itself for league play by
practising daily - in the Boy's Club
gym. As yet tbe team has not been
picked.
.' ¦ ' On November 21st, we presented a
TiinnKsgtvirig'toW
'::'
ily in Winslow. •

156-158 MAIN STREET
Gives the Colby Student
SHOE REPAIR and DYING
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The sensible test - The 30-Day Camel Mildness Test,
te| J
|f!L i*£
which simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke— . y^^^^W^%
will
on a pack a f ter pack,.day after, day basis. No snap
(•^Si^lili ^wlSP'
judgments needed. After you've enjoyed Camels — and
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' ' and was almost turned into a'guiriea pig. The story goes she
got caught.in a welter of quick-trick cigarette tests .. . one
puff of th is bran d, then a puff of that... a sniff, a whiff — a fast
inhale and exhale. And then she was supposed to know all about
cigarette mildness!Is that the way to treat a lady?
And is that the way to jud ge a ci garette? ' . ¦
\ m„
«•» *wj |
We think not. That's why we suggest:

| More
I

:|

1 kJeems like this confused fowl .got mixed in a .metaph or '

Delta Upsilon reports that Christmas lighting on .the chapel has been
completed,
Tho fraternity basketball team
played Higgins at Higgins on Dec.
7. On- November 30 the DTI team
defeated the Lambda Chi Alphas,
but lost to the Alpha Tan Omegas.
Ted Lallier; '53, of Belmont, Mass.
and Paul Alclrich, '52, of Lincol n ,
Maine , have accepted pledges to
Delta Upsilon,
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THE LOOKOUT
by

MAX SINGER

LOOKOUT this week asked 26
students what . mistakes , of doctrine
or action, if any, they though t were
responsible for . our foreign policy
problems. Because of the diversity of
replies and the : small' size of ' the
samplings "a. .statistical ,-analysis is
nob.;- particularly useful so instead
I'll describe the more common or
interesting points of .view'.
In my selection of opinion I will

not attempt to push my ideas but
will try to reproduce the pattern of
opinion as it appeared from the
survey.
"We should have gone to war
with Russia back in. '45 or '46 and
it still is a good idea ; but' we
shouldn 't use the atom bomb" . This
was an opinion expressed only, by one
person although considered- as the
ex t reme of the "get, tough with

;
I ;0tJR SINCERE BEST WISHES : . '
1

f or

a

MOWRY

and a

HAPPY HOLIDAY SEASON
*-

Russia " school it could be called a
section of a quite popular body of
thought.
Two more comments in this line
were that "The only difference betwen Acheson and Chamberlain is
that Acheson doesn't carry an umbrella", and l'We put too much trust
iii^the Russian government" .
The opposite segment of opinion
said , "The US foreign policy is too
agressive", and ;"the US" is afraid
of compromise"..
Valuation of our policy ranged
from "It 's (US policy) all mistakes''
to "our policy has been good , it is
not the cause of our problems".
One comment which is ' perhaps
typical of the criticism as a whole
because of its self-contradiction was,
"They don'.t have gentlemanly finesse. They talk in circles and don't
face facts". Here is what appears
to be complaint about not being
tactful and not talking tough in
the same breath.
There were many variations of the
"get tough" and "compromise" positions. Two people wanted to place
more reliance on international organizations; one by "strengthening the
UN , I don't know how", and another
by organizing a "demninform ",
Several people felt that we should
have given Chiang Kai Shek more
support and one said we should stop
pacif ying England.
,
(Continued on Page Ten)

Students enjoying themselves at Bonaparte ' s Retreat are .,' left to right:
Ann Mageo ,. Hugh Burgess , Ned Stewart , Marcie Laverdie re , HerbieJabar , Bump Bean , Bob Wilkins , and Dot Forster.
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Farrow's Book Store
RECORDS
For

Christmas Giving
FAR/VM NGTON ,MAINE
A: Great Name in Woodenware for Over 60 Years

Large Selection of
C LASSICAL , JAZZ
and POPULAR RECORDS
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HOME for the HOLIDAYS
hy GREYHOUND
I the pleasant,friendlyway

. j

'

Let a holiday spirit prevail,
giver and receiver alike cherish
the happiest Christmas ever.
faith of the
/
fc^May thebe
-^ children strong in
your hearts.
i
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CHARLES A RGAST ,
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INC.

Plumbing and Heating Contractors
126 MAIDEN LANE
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Buy on Extra Gift with tho money you save
Albany, N. Y
Atlanta , Ga
Ayor , Mass
Baltimore , Md
Boston , Mass
Bridgeport , Conn
Buffalo , N. Y
Birmingham , Ala
Chicago , Illinois
Cincinnati , 0
Cleveland , O
Dallas , Texas
Detroit , Mloh
Hartford , Conn
In d iana p o lis, Ind
Kansas City, Mo

$ 8.00 Nashville , Tonn
-4.25 Newark , N. J
4.80 New Bedford , Mass. •
'11.TO Now York , N. Y
,.
4.25 Philadelphia , Pa
7.55 Port smouth, N. H
„ /.
12.50 Providence , R. I
25.50 Rocheste r , N. Y
,.
24.15 Springfield , Mass
20.55 St. John ' s , N. B
i. 14.00 St. Louis , Mo
32.00 Syracuse , N. Y
,. 17.95 Tronton , N. J. "
8.85 Washington , D. C. '.
21.30 Worcester , Mass
28.40 Wilmin gton , Del
.'
Plus U. S. Tax
Big EXTRA Savin gs on Round Trip Tickets
GREYHOUND TERMINAL

25.40
8.75
6.20
8.40
10.05
3.20
5.30
11.85
0.20
7.00
24.80
10.25
o.50
12.45
5.20
10.55

W. W, Berry & Co., 170 Main Street, Phone 116.

Soph Appointed
To 'Mademoiselle9

THE LOOKOUT

Madel yn Weehsler, '53, h as b een
appointed by MADEMOISELLE to
represent this campus on the magazine's college board . "Mike" will
compete with 700 appointees from
colleges all over the country for one
of the guest editorships to be awarded this .spring. In addition to three
m agaz i ne 'assignments which will be
judged competitively, as a College
Board member, she will report to
MADEMOISELLE on\ "campus news
fads and fashions during the ' college yea r".

19th Century Lithographs
Exhibited in Dunn L.
•An exhibition of original lithographs by Daumier is being held in
Dunn Lounge until December 15.
The exhibition represents the famous 19th century caricaturist in both
faijs political and broadly humerous
moods.

Waterville
Steam Laundry-

Agents for Colby College
CHARLES MacINTYRE
" " HERB SIMON
CHAMPLAN HALL

¦

(Continued from Page Nine)
There was a feeling of a grave
lack of effort on our part to enforce
our principles in the areas where
we have control or influence. I agree
that we should bend every effort in
support ' of attempts of peoples all
over tne- world to attain freedom
and justice, and that we should not
support Facists (Franco) or oppressors of minorities and exploiters of
slave labor (Union of Sou.th Africa).One person said we shouldn 't have
crossed the 38th parallel and several
said our problem went 'back to tlie
early '44 and^ .MS:
"There isn 't any foreign policy",
said one s£ude'n t but another complained that "We try to use ,the UN
as an instrument of our- power .
' •We think we can convert everyone io Americanism and dbn 't try
to understand their ways. Communists get a. hold because they have
taken the time to find what people
wan t", said another student.
While many of these opinions are
true judgements (either right or
wrong) representing intelligent consideration of the facts, others appear
to me to be either emotional prejudices derived fro m the tremendous
amount of propaganda circulating
today.
Perhaps an enumeration of the six
points of Secretary Acheson 's "Strategy for Freedom" (taken from liis
speech of Nov. 29) will bring joyito
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FEDERAL
TRUST COMPANY
"A Friendly Institution"
1

33 Main Street ';
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JWomber of tho Federal Deposit

1
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Insurance Corporation

Almost anyone looking at this picture can tell that Bill Burgess , stage manager , and Al -taer , author ,
are checking the script as VARSITY SHOW headliners Bob Wil kins , Joan Leader and Bump Bean
practice up. The show. "S lightly Off Key " , is in its second month of rehearsal.

the hearts of those ^who lament our
lack of foreign policy.
,
1. "The development of an international order for the preservation
of peace and freedom under the
UN. " Recent action implementing
of this.policy was the initiation and
support of tlie proposal s, just passed
by the General Assembly, to provide
for means o,f by-passing the veto
power in case of aggression . and to
set up permanent national contingents of troops available to the UN.
2. "The development of regional
groupings to insure collective security by cooperative defense measures ", In execution of this idea
Secretary Acheson has successfully
carried through negotiation of the
Atlantic Pact and has increased
cooperation
under the Rio Pact.
¦
'• • 3. "The RAPID building up of
military strength ' at' home and
abroad among our allies "
4. "Economic coopera tion";<which
has been implemented by the Point
Fbvff ,progi-am ,'ECA, etc.
5:j-."A readiness at all times to
negotiate just settlement of international disputes ' and .to find just
accomodations of conflicting inter¦. ': /, "•;, .-. -•
ests^'
6. "A firm adlierance, in all our
sections , at homo and abroad , to tho
mora l values which give moaning to
our lives. "
Together these six points are an
at .tempt to "CItEATE SITUATIONS
OF STRENGTH" which is our basic
foreign policy.
Perhaps this exposition of some
of tho buses of our fo reign policy
will silence somo people who are
crying for what they already have.
I would like to ask tho poaplo
who complain, of appeasement what
thoy mean, Where in the last two

SEASON'S GREETINGS

I

'' I
J

years is there an incident of appeasement? Is by-passing the Russian
veto power appeasment ? Is - intervening in Korea and occupying land
on the Manchurian border appeasement? Is forming a mutual defense
pact which includes neighbors of
the Communists appeasement ? Was
the air-Iif .b appeasement?
' A fundamental error in the judgement of US power is basic I think to
many misconceptions. I think that if
the following were taken into consideration a better understanding
of our foreign policy might be
reached.
. ;
1. American wishes and influences
are not all-powerful, Much goes (On
that we cannot stop and nnieh that
^
we wish for is impossible to achieve.
2. America could probably not defeat Russia without allies. The actions of tho "3rd force" of unattached
nations would 'be decisive in a war.
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3. Only by working through "law"
and maintaining a morally defensible position can we.' keep up the
diplomatic unity with much of ^he
3rd force that we now possess,' and
which the Russians are working so
hard to break lip.
The .' most important thing to bo
learned from this survey is that
we should not let our opinions be
formed by name, calling and" unsubstantiated accusations. Cries of
"appeasers" or "imperialists" mean
nothing -^unless there' are examples
to back ^hem.up. .„:' . . -.,
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A f T f0.> Hold
Faculty Tea

R IL E.. News

Newport, It. I.; and Seth Whitney ,
Milton , Mass. '
The Delce bowling team , led by
captai n Joh n Waalewyn , has deen
formed anil has won its last two
matches.
. . ._ . -.
The Deke-Sigma Kappa Party will

l our pled ges were recently initiated into . DKE : David Harvey, ScarThis past Sunday Alpha Tan sdale, N. Y. ;.George Murphy, liackOmega.Fraternity played host to the ville Centre , N. Y.; Robert Gordon ,
faculty of the college at a tea in the
A. T. O. House. Mrs. Richard
Rush, Mrs. A. Gfilen - Eustis , Mrs.
Colby won its first home State Series game last Wednesday night
George T. Nickei-son , Misses Bevby dropping Maine , 56-49. Although heavily favored , the Mules
erly Baker and May Rieker , and the
were unable to wallop the Bears as expected. Maine ' led at half A. T. 0. housemother , Mrs. Jane
time , 31-23, but the Williamsmen returned in the final canto wi th
Canieron pou red and acted as hosta full court press that left the invaders helpless.
esses for the occasion. Refreshments
were served and movies of the ColbyCoach Williams tried numerous combinations in searchin g for
^Bates game and some ski movies
an effective offense. The combined efforts of Philips , Shiro , Lallier ,
'
were shown .- This was for some facPiacentini , and Jabar , were most instrumental in the victor y.
ulty members ' the first occasion to
see the interior of the hoiise.

be held this Sunday at the bouse.
Entertainment and refreshments are
planned and various groupe in the
h o u se are pl ann i ng "Varieties of
19o0" for the festivities.
The Fall Formal will be held this
Friday nigh,t at the house. •

Har old B. 'Berdeen

Job , Novelty and Society Printing
We ' Give You Service
Telephone 152
.
92 Pleasant St.. Waterville , Me.

Alt Seniors are reminded to
return the Placement Forms to
the Placement Office before vaca tion , and to pick up the additional
necessary forms. Senior men are
also invited to pick- up their copy
of the 1951 Career Book. An article dealing with the work of the
Bureau will appear ' in the next
issue of the ECHO.

W. W. BERRY & CO.
STATIONERS

MERRY - XMAS

Waterville
170 Main Street
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H. D A V E N H A L L

Hote l, Institutional

and Restaurant

Equipment

Farmington, New Hampshire
Serving COLBY COLLEGE for over 54 Century
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And Reed & Boston Sterling

MERRY CHRISTMAS and
A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL
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$1.95to $8.95

OTHER GLOVES....

n's Nylon Anklets
m.^
$ Mef_ 's Orion Anklets
& Men 's All Wool Anklets ..,
jR Meh's All Wool Ar gyles
Si Other Hose
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International-Heirloom
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Gemline Cal fskin with Fur Lining
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Wool Linin g
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T/ovvle-Gorham-Wallace

Hamburgs , Italian Sandwiches ,
and others.
Coffee , tea , bicarbonate of so da

TO TAKE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
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Tardif Jeweler
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1 LEVI NE'S Your Christmas Store

Maine
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COAT STYLES AND PULLOVERS
- ' ¦ail:Wool — au Nylon
Part Cashm ere — Pure Cashmere

$4.95 to $16.95

The Store For Men and Boys

Xudy '21 P acy '27 H owie '41
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Priced

$1.50 to $2.50
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Squires

52 Main Street
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Waterville , Maine

LOO KIN 'EM OVER
(Continued from Page Tivo)
£riumpli over the A. T. O.s. The
final score makes .the game seem
much closer than it actually was.
in the initial
.T^ith the score 8-8
quarter, the - Independents broke
away. It was only in the final period
wljen two of the Indie regulars
y^re on the bench, that .the Alphas
.began to make i)R los,t ground. But
jiy that time the Champlinites had
the game wrapped tip. Al Thompson
and Bill Fit-gibbon , who scored lg
and 15 points respectively, led the
running game of the Independents.
Backboard domination was aa essential factor in the win, but smooth
effective teamwork played the major
role in the upset. In a losing cause,
Mai Andrews scored 12 counters
for the A. T. O.s.
D. U.s ROMP
The D. U.s picked up an easy

inn-over the K. D. R.s, even though
the Kappa Del.ta Rhos did catch fire
in the final stanssa. 33-7 was the halftime score, wit-U the Delta Upsilous
on top. The K. D. Rs. just, couldn't
seem to get gQing. Then ,in the second
half they outscored the D. U.s 3&-24,
mainly through tlie personal ' effort
of Joe Bryant. ' Bryant racked up
a seggpn hjgh o? 25 points, ?0 in
the s.eopp4 half , and the majority
of -them in the last few minutes of
play. He was hitting from all parts
of the court. It really was quite5 an
exhibition. Lee Poliquin led the D.TJ.
offense with 16 markers.
COURT MAGIC
In the -final minutes of the evening, the L. C. A.s staged some of
their court magic as they rolled over
the D. K. E.s, 61-32. The contest
started off very slowly with the
quarter score being 5-2 in favor of
the Lambda Chis, but mid-way thru

the second quarter , with the Epsilons.
leading, 10-8, the L., C. A.s began
to roll , and from then on there was
no doubt as to the outcome of the
game. We really ge.fc a kick out of
watching this Lambda :Ohi five in
action. Not only does the team possess a well-balanced offensive, but
also the quintet has an extremely
sharp defense , contributing greatly
to the .team 's suq eess. Japk .O'M^eara.
Who has become the playmaker of
the Lambda. -Chis,, npf. the- scorer,
still managed to head the scoring
column with his 12 points. High
scorer for the D. K. E.s was Fred
ZiegJJer, who gathered in a total of
nine.
In the intramural bowling league
the race is still- between last year's
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GOOD SHOES FOR

Thurs., Fri., Sat. Deo. 14, 15, 16.
¦
Don Barry
"1 SHOT BILLY THE KID"

"Always Good Food"
High in Quality
Low in Price
41 TEMPLE STREET
WATERVILLE , MAINE

COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

Gallert Shoe Store
51 MAIN STREET
Waterville , Maine

WE EXTEND CREDIT
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Ba rbara Britton Philip Reed "BANDIT Q U E E N " ,-.Sun., Mori., Deo. 17, 18
"LE CURE DE VILLAGE"
Tues. and Wed., Deb. 18-20 -

June Allyson
"GOOD NEWS ."
.
Joan Bennett
"RECKLESS MOMEN T "
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Forced to flee from Paris beca'iise
of his ¦revolutionary ideas; Descartes published his "Discourse on
Method", "Medications on First
Philosoph y'',. ' and "Principles of
Philosophy"- under the protection of
Princess Elizabeth of Bohemia ;at the
Hague. In 1649. Descartes: w&s inLIBRARY ASSOCIATES
vited to the :eoiirt 6f ^u 'een 'Christ(Gontonued - -rfrom .YPage One)
ina of Swedfen , font the pinnate arid
Slid id 1618 he ' w^iit. toiEfolland t* early working hours brbugltt him to
;
serve as a yolpateer. .^.n "vthe . army Jits deathbed in l(iqQ. .
of Prince Maurice of Nassau. AyoidIn his philosophy psscarfes idoubting battl e as much as possible in ,ed"everything until he was .absolutely
order to study mathematics wiili the certain of it. His final conclusion
Prince's 'military- engineers ,' -Descar- was the famous phrase,-, :|-I think,
tes finall y conceived the me,thod : of I kno^ tha t I exis t , arid I love the
analytical geometry which, along existence; and the knowled ge". Deswith other sciences , he continued cartes .thought of the universe as
to study for the next eight, years composed of extension and .motion ;
among a group of learned men at Augustine saw only divine grace
:
Paris
which entered within him to create
a new man.

championship A. T. O. "tearn - and
the- D. K. E. aggregation.*.. .The
Ai- .T; O.s have takeli over "first place
on the 'basis of their 9-3 record, while
the D; :K-.'. E.s slipped .into the second slot of v .the standings with a
13-7 mark,; :
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STARTS SUNDAY DEC. 17 The admiral taught these ex-GI' s
maneuvers they 'irneve r forget ....

"
Edmond O'Brien .,,. •
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Wanda Hendrix
—
.
in
"THE. ADMIRAL WAS .
A LADY"

Rudy Vallee

A M*R RY XMAS
TO ALL
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STA RTS SUN. DEC. 17

Donald O'Conner
Jimmy Durante
"THE M I L K M A N "
WED., DEC. 20 Features
¦
Suzanne
." David Brian.
\
"BREAKTHROUGH"
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Jimmy Lydon
"HOT ROD"
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TOBACCO GROWERsV
YES

... Compare Chesterfield with the brand you've been
smoking... Open a pack ... smell that milder Chesterfield
aroma. Prove — tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder,
Now smoke Chesterfields— they \do smoke tmlder,
and they leave NO UNPLEA SANT AFTER-TASTE.
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